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U.S. M LINVESTMENTS IN FOOD FOR THE WORLD 

?heodore W. Schultz* 

Appropriately we gather in Iowa,@ the personifi
cation of agricultural abundance with progress in science 
and technology so essential to the modernization of agri
culture. Here there is fo0d en~u~h and more. It is being 
produced by a sparse farm panulation, highly skilled and 
world renowned for its ~ains in productivity. Surely this 
achievement in agricultural productivity is not for us 
alone. 

The theme of this conference has a famili ar rin~. 
My first conference chore at thP. University of Chicago, 
now over two decades ago, the Twentieth Institute of the 
Harris Foundation, was held in Se~tember, 1944, and out of 
it came the book, Food for the World. 1 Judged by demand, 
this book has the distinc~ion of being the most successful . 
venture ever sponsored by the Harris Institute i n over four 
decades: three printings and many reprints of the better 
papers! . As here, there were two papers on nonulation, 
Notestein's and Lorimer's, one a classic; on nutrition 
you have one, whereas we had five authored by tho distin
guished Elvehjem, Maynard, Cannon, Keys and Roberts. In 
1944 we had six papers on food sunnlies and anather six 
on international trade. But we had none by scientists on 
the agricu~tural role of science and technolJ~y. 

* Extract. Agricultural Economics Paper No. 6610; Oct.28, 
1966, Department of Economics, The University of Chica?O-

@ Ames Conference on Balancing Future World Fo~d Produc
tion and Needs, Iowa State University, November 8-10, 
1966. 

1 University of Chica~o Press, 1945. 
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Both conferences, so it seems to me now, under
played population, i.e. the factors determining changes 
in the number, c0mposition and auality of the different 
populations of the world. Why? Both conferences were 
organized by economists during an intellectual period 
when economists have had virtually nothing to contribute 
to an understanding of the population problems. The 
Chicago conference overrated the possibilities of using 
the advance in knowledge in nutrition in organizing the 
production ,and distribution of food. It should not be 

I 

blamed, however, for the empty World Food Nutritional' 
Bu.d~ets, empty when it comes to making public and private 
decisions with respect to a~ricultural production. But 
it is odd, with economists setting the agenda, that this 
conference should have omitted international trade. To 
its credit, however, is th~ attention given to the orga
nization of science and technology. 

But I have the uneasy feeling that we are still 
confused by the disparate views of our specialities, by 
the lack of relevance of many of our ideas when it comes 
to public and private decisions, and by fringe issues. 
In economic analysis, for example, in cl~rifying the 
world food and population problems we ought to be consi
dering a number of unsettled questions that ?O f ar beyond 
the realm of agriculture, nutrition and demography. Let 
me list five key questions. 

1. Why are so many poor countries placing a 
low econ0mic value on their farm products? 

2. Why are most of the less developed countries 
foregoing many of the gains to be had from 
international specialization and trade? 

3. Why are efficiency prices so l~w on the 
policy agenda of many less developed countries? 

) 
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4. Why is the record of U. s. ·investment for 
increasing the agricultural capacity of 
p0or countries so unsatisfactory? 

5. Why are economists shy on population analysis? 

But these questions are not part of the subject 
assi~ned to me. My assignment would commit me to that 
"modest" task of showing how to use U.S. investments in 
balancing future world food supplies and populations. Thus 7 

I could bypass the core issues implicit in the questions I 
have ra_ised. But to do so runs contrary to my professional 
taste. Yet _as I broaden my approach, it becomes an her0ic 
assignment which even a rational Paul Bunyan would find 
awesome. 

Four ·Malinvestments in a Nutshell 

·-1et me, however, · bow to my assignment by taking a 
lo0k at the pattern of U.S. investments in this area. Ther·:J 
are four clear classes of malinvestment, as follows : 

1. • ·We are still committed to publicly induced 
over-investment in material forms of capital 
contributing to agricultural pr0ducti0n. rhe 
current food grain shortages in parts of the 
world could start us off on another binge 0f 
federal irrigation programs and the like to 
increase the capacity of U.S. agriculture. It 
might also postpone once again bringin~ U.S. 
farm product prices in line with their econ~mic 
values here and abroad. 

2. We persist throughout the ·agricultural esta
blishment to under-invest in the human forms 

of capital. Fortunately other parts of the 
federal government are beginning to correct 
this long standing under-investment in farm 
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people. But meanwhile the six and more 
billions of dollars appropriated annually 
for agriculture become ever more narrowly, 
simply subsidies to U.S. commercial agri
culture. 

3. We still have not developed a set of success-
ful public programs for "investing" in a~ri
cultural research and technology in poor 
c0untries. The Rockefeller Foundation has 
done well on this score, and in recent yeQrs 
the Ford Foundation has joined in this success
ful approach. A few of the agricultural colleges, 
despite the uncertainties of AID financial assis
tance, have begun to forge a successful pattern. 
But in general, in terms of U.S. public expendt
tures to this end, the "investmenl:t" is W'Jefully 
inadeauate both in the manner in which it is 
bein~ accomplished and~inthe amounts spent for 
this purnose. 

4. While we have succeeded in putting family 
planning and birth control on the U.S. for et r,:n 
aid agenda, we are still a lonq way from hav. 
ing developed meaningful public pr0~rams in 
this area, U.S. private groups, notably the 
Populati0n Council and the Ford Foundation, 
are far ahead of the U.S. public sector. 

-Before turning to the harder and more important 
underlying issues, there are two preliminary matters which 

call for comments. One pertains to the poor performance of 
a~riculture in so many of the poor countries and the other 
to the changes underway for the better. In both of my 
comments I shall follow cl~sely what I said to Paul Hoffman:s 
United Nati0ns development planners at their recent mee tin~ 

in Italy. 

j 
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Reasons for Africulture's Poor Performance 

It has been convenient to conceal the mistakes in 
economic policy that account for the failures in maderniz
ing agriculture by -blaming the poor performance of the agri
cultural sector in poor countries on the adversity of Nature, 
or the perversity of farmers, or the fecundity of man. 

A seauence of bad monsoons or droughts, a s~ell of 
bad weather--thus Nature is to blame. As one who was reared 
in the Dakotas with its volatile weather, I l0ok upon this 
aspect of Nature as perfectly natural. It should be an 
integral part of any normal expectations with respect to 
agricultural production. The bad monsoon of South Asia will 
return from time to time, but there will be good crop years 
too. Ihe droughts that have burdened the Soviet Union will 
pass and in good years there will be wheat enough, even some 
for export once again. These adversities of Nature do not 
account for the poor performance of agriculture. 

In the minds of many who shape economic policy--some 
"economists," public leaders, and urban-oriented intellec
tuals~-farmers are ever so perverse. When a national econ0mic 
plan calls for more agricultural production, farmers fail to 
respond; when instructions are issued to shift from. wheat to 
corn they fail to produce enough of either crop; when given 
the command to make a bi~ leap forward, they step baaJ:rwaro; 
and when they are heavily subsidized to reduce the acrea~e of 
particular cropo, they proceed to increase the yield to more 
than offset the reduction in acreage. It has been ever so 
convenient to believe that farmers, especially in poor c0u~. 
tries, are loafers who prefer leisure to doing the extra work 
to increase production, are sq_uanderers when it comes to 
savings for investment to increase agricultural production: 
and are ever so inefficient in using the resources at their 
disposal. Thus these poor, lowly farmers are to blame r BuT 
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farmers are not perverse in their economic bebaviou;. 2 

If there has been perversity it will be found in the minds 
of those already mentioned in what they behold in a~riculture 
and in nati~nal economic plans that fail to nrovide econJmic 
incentives for farmers. 

It is now fashionable to jump on the fecundity of 
man as the culprit, as if it were to blame for the poor 
performance of agriculture. I hasten to s ay that the exce
ssive growth in pooulati0n is a seriuus matter; for surely 
it has major adverse . social and welfare effects in what can 
be done to improve health facilities, to enlarge cultural 
opportunities, and to provide schooling, and it, can be a 
heavy drag on economic development. It, of course, also 
increases the demand for food; nevertheless, the r an id 
growth of the nopulation is not responsible per se f or t h0 
poor performance of agriculture. As a matter of f act, no 
small part .of the increases in a~ricultural ~roduction in 
many a poor country has come in response to the increas e in 
the farm labor force. I shall return to the ~opulation 
problem. As of now, I simply want to make it clear that 
population ~rowth by itself is not to blame for the poor 
performance of agriculture. 

In my jud~ment the real culprit causing the poor 
.performance of agriculture in the less devel0ped countrios 
is the lack of economic opportunities in agriculture, oppo~
tunities that are rewarding to farmers. It is this lack of 
viable opportunities that is the crux of the matter. 

Some Changes for the Better 

Despite past economic policy mistakes and the many 
unreso~~ed problems in transforming traditional agriculture~ 

~ - - - - - ..... - - - - - - -
2 See my, ' Economic Crises in World Agriculture (Ann Arbor: 

University ~f Miohigan Press, 1965), 1-40. 
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the world food supnly prqspects are not .e:s bleak as the 
exponential population growth curves would have us believe. 3 

These naive projections treat human bein~s as if they were 
mechanical robots without preference and choice when it 
comes to reproduction, which is patently wrong. There is 
underway throughout the world a fundamental change with 
resp ect to human reproduction because clearly parents prefer 
smaller families and because of wholly new possibilities of 
achieving effective family planning. To satisfy these pre
ferences for smaller famili es much can, should and will be 
done in improving the opportunities of parents to this end. 

But to return to agriculture, the long, wasteful swin~ 
towards imbalance on the part of economic policy in the less 
developed countries underemphasizing agriculture h~s fortu
n=1.tely reached its trough. There are signs that it is on t he 
way to being corrected. In general terms the corrective 
process, as I see it, consists of the following parts 

l. The less developed countries are beginning to 
correct their underpricing of farm nroducts, and also 
their overpricin~ of agricultural in~uts and of the 
consumer goods and services that farm people buy. 

2. It has been fashionable since the mid-forties 
for less developed countries to embark on import 
substitution virtually regardless of cost. But on 
this policy too there are now many second thoughts. 
I would expect some freeing of international trade 
which will reduce the monolithic push for import subs
titution; as this occurs agricultural input prices 

3 The height of absurdity is revealed in a full two-pa~e 
advertisement in The Atlantic, July 1966 issue , by Ol j r _ 
with its half-page headin1?. "Of the billion people whq 
may starve in 1976," followed by a · parae;r aph s aying, 
"The statisticians say that in , ten years over a billi m- -
not a million, but a billion--people may be dying of 
hunger. " 
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will decline and the prices of consumer goods farm 
people buy will also ecline in some 0f these c0untries. 

3. Forei~n aid from the m0re well-to-do c0untri es 
will be ti ed less than it ~as been to the export of 
surpluses of farm products of the P.1. 480 vintage, and 
there will be more aid in ·the form of fertilizer, insec

ticides, farm tools, machinery, ana personnel who have 
the skills required to modernize agriculture • 

. 
4. The valuable stock 0f scientific and technical 

knowledge, a critical and major res0urce , ;o,r increasing 
a?ricultural producti0n, now l1cated predominantly in 
Western countries, will become increasin~ly available 
to f Qrmers in the less developed countries. 

5. The endowment of natural resources in most c0untries 
will not prove to be a limitational factor to l arr.e in
creas es in a~ricultural production. 

6. The subsistence saueeze of the Malthu·sian-Ric a1 ... d:...,c 

pincers will be much reduced, for the excessive increas0s 
in po~ulation will gradually be brought under control ru~d 
food supplies will begin t0 increase enoueh to r ~ise st~n ~ 
dards of living generally. 

!n more specific terms, I call your attentin~ to the 
following devel0pments : 

1. ·Ihere is 
of the Soviet 
agriculture. 
part a payoff. 

a radical change in the economic ~l~ns 
Union providing a much better deal for 

The large 1966 crop may already be in 

2. Eastern European countries are ado-rtint? ~he apnr') -.. ch 
of Western EuropeF.tn c0untries in their efforts t 0,_moder --

nize agriculture. 

3. The new U.S. le~islation replacing Public Law 4RG 

is likely to help agricultural development in cou:1tri es 

receiving U.S. foreign aid. 

., 
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4. Mexico's success in maintainin~ a balanced 
increase on the part of industry and a~riculture is 
an approach that some of the Qther Latin countrie s 
are likely to adopt; 

'- 5!J 

5. In South Asia we have the improved performance 

of agriculture in Pakistan, induced by the availabi
lity of relatively cheap nitro~en, tube wells, better 

roads in East Pakistan, and above all a more efficient 
system of prices. 

6. New, productive varieties of wheat coming out 
of Mexico as a result of the work of the Rockefeller 
Foundation and the MeKican ~overnment are being adapted 
rapidly to the climatic requirements and soils of other 
less devel-::,ped wheat-growing countries. Similar pro
gress is und er way with r e sp ect to corn, grain sorghums 
and millets. 

7. rhe picture with respect to improved varieties 

of rice is not as clear as that for wheat, but it is 
quite plausible that the research under way at the 
International Rice Institute in the Philippines will 
during the next decade begin to achieve for rice what 

has been accomplished for wheat. 

8. The Iro~ical Food Research Institute which is 

in the process of bein~ established in Nigeria, pend
ing the political stability of that country, sh0uld 

also be mentioned although it will take a decade and 
l~nger before it can discover and develop new and 
better varieties of food crops for this part of the 
tropics. 

9, The cost of nroducing fertilizer in the advanced 

countries has declined by about one-half relative to 
the price of major farm products. Most of the less 
developed countries have so far failed to take advan-

' 
tage of this important decline irr the real price of 
fertilizer. But I would expect a marked change for 
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the better on this score during the next ten ye~rs; 
for example, it is hard to believe that India will 
not have by then proceeded to take advantage of this 
cheapness of fertilizer. 

10. A specific deterrent is the lack of organised 
agricultural resear·ch to develop new and betti3r sources 
of plant proteins. Protein food and feed from plants 
are already in short supply relative to the supply of 
carbohydrates and fats. The price of so~rbeans is a 
sign. 

I shall now turn to my list of ouestions.4 

1. Why are so many po0r countries placing a low 
econ~mic value on their farm products? 

I assume that it reveals a policy preference anQ 
that it is an economic possibility. I assume, also, t hat 
when countries such as Nigeria, Chile or India want to and 
can keep their farm product prices low, the investment inc en
tive for _increasing the capacity of agriculture is ther eby 
reduced. 

The policy preference is for industrializat i cn, 
and agriculture's contribution to the attainment of i t is 
cheap food, a source of cheap labour, and public r evenue, 
This policy preference implies a low regard for agricultu r e 
as a source of economic growth. It means that low fa1m 
product prices and cheap food are an inte~ral part of this 
type of economic policy. 

What makes t½is type of policy possible? Politically 
it is clear enough: where the rank and file of farm people 

--------------
4 The economic lo~ic and analysis for answerin~ these 

Questions are in large part from my ~ransforming ~radi
tional Agriculture ~New Haven, Yale Univ. Press, 1964) 
and my Egonomic Crises in World Agriculture (Ann rtI'bor, 
Univ. of Michi.~an Press, 1965). 
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have little or no voice in shaping policy, other interest 
groups presumably would dominate. But from whence the 
economic possibilities? Where there is an export surplus 
of these products, it is possible by reducing the export 
surplus by an amount that is sufficient to increase the 
domestic supply of food and thereby depress the internal 
price. There have been many countries maktng this ~shift" 
durin~ the post war period, especially so throu~hout Latin 
America with Mexico a noticeable exception. Where the 
l0sses in foreign exchan~e earnings caused by such a reduc
tion in exports are offset by forei~n aid, it is easier 
still. It is also possible whenever there is enough foreign 
aid in the form of farm products. It then becomes necess ary 
to reduce farm product prices below what they would be with
out such aid in order to utilize such concession41 farm 
products, u·nless the country is prepared to and capable of 
administering a two price system. 

As I have argued repeatedly, U.S. concessi0nal exnorts 
of the P.L. 480 vintage have made this ~olicy of cheap food 
and low farm product prices oossible. 5 Not in Nigeria where 
the heritage of the marketin? boards is predominantly to 
blame. But surely our aid in the form of farm products to 
Chile and especially so to India and to many other countries 
has had the effect of reducing farm product prices below 
what they would have been without such forms of aid. During 
the period when we had large CCC surpluses, it was ever so 
convenient to be blind on this issuee Now that we are less 
blind, the remedy freouently advanced is a two price system, 
i.e. cheap food for the poor in the cities and higher farm 

5 T.W. Schultz, "Value of U.S. Farm Surplus~s to Under
devel0ped Counta,ies," .Journal of Farm Economics, 42 
(December, 1960)• also, Franklin M. Fisher, ".Agri
cultural Production in Recipi ent Countries," .Journal 
of Farm Economics, 45 (November, 1963). 
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product prices for farmers, as if it were possible for 
these countries with their public personnel already bur
dened to the limi t to administer such a two price system. 
It is sheer folly, so it seems to me, to urge these coun
tries to undertake such a .difficult administrative task 
and assume they could' do it successfully. 

1here is still another nart to the question here 
under consideration. We who are from rich countries are 
inclined t _o the , belief that policy makers and people in 
poor countries should rate good nutrition much hi gher than 
they appear to do. But better diets entail costs, and f or 
them it is very much a matter of what they can affor d . 
Closely related, as one takes t-l'i"'i3..loni:; view, is our beli ef 
that the people in poor countries will in the ne ar fu ture 
want diets in which the proteins will come mainly from 
animal sources. Our belief on this point will undo'..lbtedly 
prove to be wrong. Dairy cows · for milk and other 2--limals 
for food, except where there are fora~e crops which cannJ t 
be utilized otherwise, will not become during the rel evant 
future the major source of food proteins for all po7."ul a-· 
tions as peonle improve their economic lot and thus can 
afford better diets. 

2. Why are most of the less develop ed countries 
foregoing many of the ~ains to be had from 
international specialization and trad e? 

National defense considerations aside, such fore
gone gains are commonly viewed as temporary "losses", 
the price of achieving rapid industrialization., Th11s, 
here too, the policy obje~tive is industrialization, the 
development of new industries. Such infant industri es 
reauire al1 manner of protection for which there is a 
ready-made economic doctrine and policies to imitate in 
what some of the developed industrial countries have done. 
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Furthermore, under the stress of foreign exchange dis
eauilibrium, import substitution has become popular with 
policy makern as a way of 11 saving" on foreign exchange 
while further protecting domestic industries from foreign 
competition. 

But with few exceptions this rash of import subs
titution and the accompanyin~ protecti0n has not favored 
the agricultural sector. On the contrary, in countries 
which have had viable markets abroad for some of their farm 
products, these markets have been thereby impaired. :in 
addition, and not to be overlo0ked, is the fact that if a~ri
c1.1lture is to be modernized, farmers must have access to 
modern inputs--machinery, insecticides, fertilizer and others-
at prices which will make it profitable for them to procee~ 
to use them. Where such modern agricultural inputs are 
produced by highly protected infant industries, the prices 
of such inputs are far too high to bring about a rapid mo de r
nization of~ agriculturel The gains that could be re alized 
by many of these new forms of agricultural inputs are lar ~e 
indeed. 

Still another development reducing the ~ains to 
be had from international specialization and trade is the 
use of an export tax on farm products as an easy source of 
public revenue, especially so in a number of West African 
countries where before o~·cturing the war marketin~ boards 
were P-stablished. These marketin~ boards take a certain 
amount of the price as revenue by selling the products at 
the world price, but by payin~ farmers much less. For 
example, in Ni~eria, farmers have been receiving for their 
palm fruits about half of the world price and production h;s 
been declining. Moreover, palm oil is being "wasted", for 
it has become so cheap in Nigeria that it is used in plac8 
of kerosene as a fuel; yet if there is a "gold mine" fn 
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Nigeria, in pure econQmic values, it is palm frui~f _One 
reason for the comparative advantage of palm fruit is the 
.genetic breakthrough on the part of biol-:igical research; 
But the potential ec0nomic gain from this advance in use
ful knowled~e is being wasted by the export tax on this 
product. 

The investment implications when it comes to in
creasing the capacity of agriculture in these c,ountries are 
patently clear. The World Bank turned down Nigeria's request 
for a large loan to expand the production of palm fruit be
cause of her export tax and its adverse effects on the pr0fi
t ability of that industry. India has been bes~t with diffi
culties no end in developin? an ade~uate supply of cheap 
fertilizer for her far~ers; the.~investment reauired for this 
purpose has not been forthcomin~. In Chiie, too, although 
Chile is an exporter of nitrol!enous mater'ials which she sells 
at world prices, these material~ are anything but cheap to 
farmers. Strange as it may seem, the facts are that the 
price is very high in Chile and the obvious reason for this 
price distortion is that the price is riggen. Chile appears 
to be playing a monopoly game in producing and selling nit~o
genous materials. The government is a partner of privat e 
producers in this ~ame of exploiting Chilean farmers. Tho 
lo~ic of this ~ame is as follows : The material that is 
exported must be sold at the world price which is low and 
thus it is presumed that it is sold at a loss; to offset 
this presumed l0ss, the price in Chile is set hi~h, for it 
is sold in Chile at a price that is far above the world r ri:~e 

What a sad perve,rsion of economic logic! 

I would be remis-s if I were not to comment on the 
economic policies of the more devel0ped countries that i mp2i ~ 
the gains to be had from international trade. No one can 
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doubt that sugar cane produced in the semi-topics has 
a marked comparative advantage over sugar beets grown in 
Europe and the United States as a source of sugar. u.s. 
imports of fresh fruit from Chile, for example, are re
ouired to meet higher standards than domestically pro
duced fruits. We too engage in all manner of import 
substitution by the use of rules and regulations to pro
tect particular farm products. But much more serious in 
the area of a~riculture are the explicitv and implicit 
export subsidies that permeate our federal farm programs. 

3. WhY are efficiency prices so low 
on the policy agenda of many less 
developed countries? 

It could be they learned it from us! We ware 
preaching not so long a 7 ~ that farm prices could only be 
inefficient in guiding the allocation of resources. 
Cobweb models, backward slopin~ supply curves and perverse 
resp,mse·s by farmers to price changes, were the order of the 
day. While there have been second thoughts in light of 
the contrary behaviour of farmers, our doctrine of depre
ciating the function of prices has no doubt had some in
fluence in shaping price policies in some of the less 
developed countries. 

But policy makers in these countries have their 
own special reasons. They want to industrialize rapidJ.y, 
and this objective, as I have noted above, has among oth~r 
thin~s expressed itself in a policy preference fo r ch£~y 
food and relatively low farm product prices which f or s e,·.ie 
of them has been in the realm of economic possibilj_tie s 
for reasons that I have set forth. One must add i1e r e n.l so 
the widely held view that rent performs no allocative 
function. There is, of course, strong economic logic ·. hiL . 
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shows that Ricardian Rent is "unearned". Moreover, the 
income from rent is as a rule a relatively large income 
stream in most poor countries; then, too, landowners are 

enerally obstructionists politically with respect to 
planning for economic growth, and essentially function
less economically. On top of all this is the cultural 
and intellectual orientation which lo0ks upon the rank 
and file of farm people as belongin~ to an inferior occu~a
tion and "deservecUy" are subject to all manner of social, 
political, and ·economic discriminati0n. 

~ I I I i • ! ~, 

Economic theory also enters, performin~ two parts. 
Income and empl0yment theory (macro economics) plays the 
role of the villain extolling the quantity of capital and 
labor usin~ fix-price models; price and allocative theory 
~micro economics) plays the role of the old virtuous heroine 
defending efficiency prices. It is noteworthy in this 

connection that modern economistR have greatly clarified 
the relevance of price theory. The major advanc e has been 
in treatin~ different forms of economic organiz ation pre
dominantly with respect to the relevance of price theory. 

· Price theory, originally conceived to determine how r esourc es 
are allocated and income distributed in a competitive 
c~pitalist economy, has now been extended to a planned 
economy. As Solow has noted, modern work has rediscove~ea 
the sam~ price theory "in the guise of shadow prices or 

efficiency prices," and accordin~ly we now know "that the 
theory of perfectly-competitive capitalism is in many 
resp ects the theory of a nlanned or soci.1.list economy. 116 

One of the necessary economic reauirements in 
modernising and increasin~ the capa6ity of agriculture 

-~--------~---
6 R.M. Solow, Capital lhe0ry and the Rate of Return 

,--) 
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in p0or countries, so that investments in agriculture 
will take the forms that will produce the best rates 
of return--is a system of efficiency nrices. But it 
w0uld take a book to show why this is true and what is 
happening with respect to only three sets, namely the 
prices of farm products, prices of agricultural inputs, 
and also very important, prices of the consumer goods 

61 

and services that farm people buy for consumption. ~hese 
prices are indispensable as an or~anizing device where 
there are many farmers, whether thousands or millions of 
them. No alternative system has as yet been devised that 
can integrate and or~anize efficiently the ~ctivities of 
many farmers. But it is a fact that these three sets of 
prices are as a rule badly dist~rted. Most of the less 
developed countries have inefficient systems of prices. 

In my comments on auestion No. 1, I have presented 
a picture of the low economic value being placed on farm 
products. I did not elaborate on the price distortions 
amon~ farm products within such countries. There are many 
such. 

The picture of a~ricultural input prices is even 
more beset with price inefficiencies and they are serious 
obstacles to the path of modernizing agriculture. Farmers 
must buy if they are to modernize--fertilizer, insecticides, 
other chemicals, tools, e~uipment, machines, fuel and rep~irs; 
in general where they are available, they are v~ry exrensive. 
These input prices are not only high but they are also dis
torted one to another in most poor countries. Competition 
is weak because of all manner of barriers to trade to protect 

the domestic ~roducers of these inputs from foreign competi
tion. Internal competition is also weakened by domains of 
monopoly. In some countries the nroduction of some ~key 
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a~ricultural inputs is restricted to the public sector. 
Where it is in the private sector, the suppliers of these 
inputs are as a rule not subject to effective competiti~n. 

Fertilizer deserves a special comment because it 
has become one of the principal inputs in increasing agri
cultural production. 1Uthough the discovery that nitrogen, 
phosphate and potash can increase yields is not new, the 
pr~fitabi!ity of using vast ouanti~ies of commercial ferti
lizer in farming -thr~u~hout the world is largely a post-World 
War II devel0pment. rhe dominant factor underlying this 
devel0pment has been the decline in the sunnly price ~f 
commercially produced fertilizer materials--relative to f arm 
nroduct prices. Farmers, of c0urse, must learn how to use 
it efficiently, which 19 not very difficult pr0v.ided the 
variety of wheat or rice they grow is resnonsive to the 
ap~lication of fertilizer and provided there is sufficient 
rainfall and supplementary water. 

Although relatively cheap fertilizer opens the d1or 
for large increases in agricultural production, this do,r 
still remains closed in most of the less developed countri ~s. 
As a con!eauence it has not been ~rofitable for farmers in 
these countries to buy and use large additional ~uantities 
of fertilizer beoause the advantage of the decline in world 
prices of materials that provide nitrogen, phosphate and 
potash ha~ not been extended to them. Despite all good 
intentions anct efforts, thi~ d~~r is still shut in India. 
On the other ha~d, Pakistan has opened it for nitrogen; s~ 
has Taiwan ·.for all types of commercial fertilizer. But 
they are among a handful of excepti~ns. 

In some countries there are already many ty~es of 

complex machines and tractors. With respect to these, it 
1s \A• lack of organizatinn and the pricing 0f repair p~rbs 

) 
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that is appallingly inefficient. ~ractors stand idle 
after a c0uple of years of' use for lack of parts that 
have broken 0r have worn out. The cost and the time it 
t akes to 0btain repair parts is the explanati~n. 
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A brief reference to the prices of the consumer 
e-:,ods and services that farm pe-:,ple buy will suffice. Ihere 
is all to0 little recognition of the economic importance 
of this set of ~rices. They really matter because they 
are the key to the purchasing power of the net income that 
farm p(i()ple earn. In general, farm people in the less 
devel~pef countries have fared badly in what they can buy 
with their earnings. While it is t-:, be ex~ected that the 
nrices of consumer goods and services that are nroduced in 
urban areas will be somew~at higher when they reach the 
countryside, the rub is that they appear to have been ris
ing relative to the prices at which f armers sell their 
products a.nd, in many instances, the quality of the _items 
they buy has been declining. 

4. Why is the record of U.S. investment for 
increasing the agricultural capacity of 
poor countries so unsatisfactory? 

For want of an investment policy in t~is area, 
no meaningful inv~stment programs have been developed. 
Our nolicy preference •has been very ambifsllous. rhe _ai ri
cultural committees of Congress for · years, with some chan~e 
for the better this year, have been opposed to such pr0~rP~s 
because they mi~ht develop agricultural capacity abro ~d that 
would comuete .. with u.s. farm pr0ducts. The thrust of 
Gon12:ress has been "nurnlus disposal" and larger foreiP'n 
sales subsidized and prom0ted. 
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Ihe dogma that the economic ~rowth of poor 
countries is dependent predominantly upon industrializa
tion and for all practical purposes is independent of the 
development of the a~ricultural sector has lon~ been com
patible with the biases of a~ricultural committees of 
Congress, the instructions given to U.S. aid missions 
abroad, and the ~eneral orientation of the State Department. 
All had been bitten by the industrialization bug. 

While there is now under way a marked policy 
chan~e in favour of increasin~ the agricultural c apacity 
in poor countries, it is an exceedingly difficult po licy 
to implement. How can public agencies of the Uni ted Stat es 
make efficient investments in traditional agriculture? 
Loans to provide additional funds for millions of small 
farmers to au~ment the stock of the forms of capital that 

are used in traditional farmin~ would be very hard to 
organi~eand anminister and of little avail becaus e the 
~ay-off on such investment would be low indeed, 

But the pr~blem that confronts us in the m0der
nization of' aPriculture in poor countries is compoundon 

by three basic e~rors. We must ftrst rid ourselves of the 
false belief that traditional farmers are in general highly 
inefficient in allocating the a~ricultural resources at 
their disposal and that they will not respond to better 

economic opportunities. We must secondly face up to the 
fact that efficient prices for farm products, a~ricultural 
inputs, an~ consumer goods that farm people buy are necess ~ry 
before it is possible to invest appropri ately and efficiently 
in agriculture abroad. Nor do I exclude rent, for it is 
the price of the services of land and the price of resinent 
entrepreneurs (farmers) in this connection which in some 
countries Will renuire land reform. 
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The third error lurking .in the background, espe
cially so in the minds of some econ0mists, is the assumption 
that efficiency prices are sufficient. It is very much an 
error in m0dernizin~ agriculture because the investment oppor
tunities, the new hi~h pay-off inputs, must be discovered, 
devel,ped and supnlied before farmers can turn to them in 
making their investment. 

In our failure to see the l ack of new pay-off 
op,ortunities we make the foll~win~ mistakes : 

1. We assume that there are available in these 
countries usable and profitable new agricultural 
techniques, varieties of crops, vegetables and 
fruits and other a~ricultural inputs; 

2. We then start with extension programs before 
there is anything worthwhile to extend tn 
farmers; 

3. We link agricultural colleges to the Ministries 
of Agriculture abroad to concentrate on improv
ing administrati~n and informati0n instead ~fa 
college-to.college arrangement with at least 
some emphasis on research; and 

4. We undertake country-wide CJmmunity development 
programs without sufficient attenti0n to the 
profitability of such programs for farmers. 

Although~ 1y1tem of efficiency prices will usually 
reveal some rewarding opportunities, once these have been 
exhausted the further progress of agriculture is denendent 

I 

upon a wide array of modern agricultural inputs, modern in 
the sense that they are the fruit of organized agriculturnl 
research. 
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At this point it should be said ~hat we live in 
a period in which there is indeed an Agricultural Revoluti0n. 
rhe scientific and technical knowledge in the West is so far 
ahead, in terms of what is the0retically possible, that what 
we see in m0re than half of the world is obsolete by a very 
wide margin. It is this stock of knowledge that warrants 
a large measure of optimism. Ihis knowledge is _exceedingly 
valuable, althou~h much of it is still theoretical . in the 
sense that the appropriat e varieties of rice, wheat and so 
on for many .countries are not as yet available. 7 It of course 
calls for ap~lied research, although much of it is more basic 
than many of us perhaps realize. 

Thus, clearly the new inputs to increase world 
food supplies must come from outside agriculture. To dev3100 
these inputs, mainly thr0ugh organiz ed agricultural res earch, 
calls for a transformation of the existing knowle d~e so th ~t 
it will be econ~mically us eful in the less devel~ped c~unt~i . s 
and for a further advance in knowledge that will be apnlic a
ble in agricultural production. 

But we have fallen far short in meeting this r e~uir c
ment. Look back two decades and see how little the Point F0ur 
Programs accomplished in Latin America. A third of the UnS, 

expenditures at that time in Latin .American cauntri~s wer G for 
agriculture. Nevertheless, not a single first rate agricul
tural research ce~ter was developed by this program. 8 This 

7 For a highly c~mpetent evaluation, see A.H. Moseman, 
"National Systems of Science and TechnoloP:y for Agri
cultural Development," presented at the meeting of 
University Direct0rs of Internati0nal Agricultural Pr0gr ams, 
University of Minnesota, June~, 1966. 

· 8 T.W. Schultz, "Economic Growth from Traditional A?ricul
ture,-'.' Agricultural Sciences for the Developing Nations, 
American Assoc, for the Advancement of Science , N0. 76, 
18S.~05 ( 1~64) 1 
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research was qrossly neglected. Why? I h ave already 
given the reasons. It was taken for granted that the 
supply of usable and profitable agricultural knowledge 
was lar~e. Extension, yes. Crash ~rograms are always 
~iven top pri0rity. The 0rganizatinn of viable agricul
tural research centers, no. 9 
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Fortunately there als,J have b.een a few success-
ful ventures, models to emulate. The success of the 
R0ckefeller F0und~tion and the ~overnment of Mexico in 
agricultural research is such a m0del. So is the Inter
national Rice Institute, the new Corn and Wheat International 
Corp0ration which has just been put together in:Mexico. 
The fairly recent and still modest agricultural rese~rch 
program in India, in which the Rockefeller Foundation again 
is joined, rates high. 

But a good research enterprise by itself, l et me 
underscore, while an essential, may not lead to incre ases 
in agricultural production. To ~o back to Chile, wher e tbe 
agricultural research proRram is quite advanced: in for a~e 
cr0ns, fo1Jd crop~, vegetables, ann fruit, Chile has in f;encr .tl 
g0od va-r:tetiee •10 But c·learly Chile has not been successful 
in its a~ricultur'll production durin~ the l ast two d,JcadE::s. 

In India, despite the breakthroughs that have be~n 
made in corn research, grain sorghum, and millet, there has 

- - - - ... - - - - - - ·- -
9 1. w. Schultz, "Education and Research in Rural Devel 1pment 

in Latin America, 11 Conference paper, Cornell University, 
December 2, 1965, to apnear in a book on the Hot-Humid 
Tropics in Latin America, Cornell University Press. 

10 T.W. Schultz, ".~ EndeaVC''r to Clarify the Econ--:,mic Com
ponents Underlying Chilean Agriculture," University of 
Chicago, Office of Agricultural Economics Research, Pap e r 
no. 6603, March 30, 1966. 
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been a l ~ng delay in getting the new varieties propagated , 
multiplied, and di~tributed to farmers. 

In the Philippines wher e Cornell has been f or a 
l~ng time and no doubt has done a fine job, there is as yet 
nothing to show for it in the agricultural production. 

Thus, clearly, price and related economic nolicy 
can indeed keep a country from realizing the gains in pr0-
ductivity to be had from successful agricultural research. 

Also high 0n my investment agenda, as I lo0k ahead, 
is additi0nal cap acity to produce and distribute fertilizer 
and land structures to increase and improve the supply of 
wat er as fertilizer and i1Ttproved varieties become available . 

Surely it is obvious in retrosp Pct that our invest-
ment r~cord for increasin~ 

-countries is a sad affair. 
we will .begin to do better 
l earn fr1m our errors. 

agricultural capacity in p )or 

I am m0derately optimistic t hat 
during the decade ahead as we 

The last portion, consistin~ of Secti0n s, devote~ t o 
econ0mists' approach to Populati0n Analysis has been 
dropned. 

) 




